know how

The Vertical Garden
(ww norton & company)

A fascinating
book by the creator of the vertical
gardens that grace public and
private spaces around the world
today. It offers a compelling glimpse
of the person behind the wacky
image, the deep understanding of
the special niches of nature that
inspire him, and the method and
technicalities required to build
these green walls.
by patrick blanc

Great Gardens of
America (frances lincoln
limited) by tim richardson

This is a lush and gorgeously
illustrated coffee-table tome with
comprehensive and intelligent text.
The gardens range from private
estates to modern spaces, while
the mid-century examples are
particularly interesting. The overall
picture that emerges is of a garden
style that is uniquely American.

Contemporary
Australian Garden
Design (abc books) by john
I found
this book on a visit to Australia. It
gives a comprehensive overview of
the state of their domestic garden
design and the work of the country’s
foremost designers. It’s also relevant
to us on many levels, like lifestyle,
weather and plants. It features 20
gardens – each with a particular
layout and design tip.

Pools (rizzoli) by kelly klein
This stunning square hardback
is a stand-alone work of art, not
to mention a collector’s item. It is
primarily a photographic record of
swimming pools in all shapes, sizes,
colours and settings, from ancient
times – like Hadrian’s villa – through
to the present century, but all are
taken by really great photographers.
It’s provocative and fascinating.
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Copy that

Landscape designer Franchesca Watson bookmarks
stylish outdoor living and gardening ideas
red list of south
african Plants 2009
(South African national biodiversity
institute) This

publication lists all the
South African plants that are extinct,
endangered or declining. It’s also the first
list for which every one of the 20 456 plant
taxa known to occur within our borders have
been assessed. It’s a large technical book,
with exceptional introductory chapters that
are enlivened by photographs of each plant
listed. Franchesca Watson % 082 808 1287
n
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